Abstract
Introduction t o physical mapping
The Human Genome Project (HGP) is an ambitious multidisciplinary international effort to locate, characterize, and understand the estimated 100,000 genes that determine the organization and functions of humans. Genes are regions of DNA which describe proteins. Each protein is composed of a sequence of smaller units called amino acids, each of which is in turn coded in the DNA by a triplet of nucleotides. Genes typically range from a few hundred to tens of thousands of nucleotide "base-pairs" in length, often split into several "coding regions" separated by "noncoding regions" (filler of uncertain purpose). Over 90% of the total 3 billion base-pairs of the human genome are thought to be non-coding regions. Defects in genes (insertion, deletion, substitution, or rearrangement of nucleotides) may lead to trouble; there are an estimated 5,000 diseases of genetic origin.
Physical mapping is the use of various biological techniques to isolate the location of genes and other markers to specific portions of the 24 chromosomes that comprise the total human genome. The crudest techniques may place a gene only on a specific chromosome, or perhaps on a particular arm or "band" on a chromosome. These regions are still far too large for practical use, since a single band may span several million base-pairs. More sensitive mapping techniques can further refine the location of a gene to pieces of a chromosome of clonable size, such as Yeast Artificial Chromosome clones (YACs, from 100,000 to over 1,500,000 base-pairs in length) or cosmid clones (about 40,000 base-pairs long). Unfortunately, the process of making these clonable objects results in a com-plete loss of order, thus requiring the use of additional mapping techniques to order the objects on which the genes are eventually mapped.
At an even lower level, individual clones can be split by various enzymes into restriction digest fragments that range from 500 to 15,000 base-pairs in length, and genes can then be mapped onto one or more of these fragments. Current DNA sequencing technology can only reliably determine 400-500 base-pairs at a time, so the restriction fragment(s) containing the gene are split still further and sequenced in multiple small pieces, which again require a re-assembly process to restore order. Sequencing is still a relatively expensive and time-consuming process, so it is generally highly desirable to sequence only regions of interest.
For some traits or diseases biological "probes" exist that allow the associated gene(s) to be mapped to the various objects described above. These probes often come from genetic studies of families that possess the hereditable disease or trait. The great bulk of the estimated 100,000 human genes currently have no probes and must be detected via other methods. Establishing a physical map of overlapping clones of various sizes that spans all the linear DNA of each human chromosome will ensure the rapid mapping of any new genetic diseases or traits whenever probes are generated.
It should be noted that there are numerous possible different approaches to constructing a physical map, depending on the exact characteristics of the particular type(s) of clones used and the experimental techniques used to order them and map genes upon them. The HGP is currently employing variations on several strategies as the various biological and computational techniques are being developed and evaluated.
Overview of the LLNL mapping syst em
Livermore's current role in the HGP is to provide a physical map of human chromosome 19, which at an estimated length of 60 million base-pairs is one of the smaller chromosomes. Surprisingly, it is also considered to be "gene rich", containing an estimated 2,000 genes. As of this writing, probes are available for about 300 of those genes, most of which have been mapped to our cosmid clones. Included in this set of known genes are ones that cause a form of muscular dystrophy, cause a rare form of skin cancer, and control the sense of smell. Livermore focused on chromosome 19 because of prior work on a set of DNA repair genes that exist there. These genes are capable of locating and correcting certain mutations that are due to the effects of ionizing radiation [ll] . It is anticipated that the remaining genes on chromosome 19 control many other important functions and may lead to significant advancement in human health knowledge, diagnosis, and treatment.
In the past 6 years we have constructed a system to facilitate the acquisition, storage, analysis, querying, and presentation of all our physical mapping data for chromosome 19. The processing of cosmid clone overlap data comprised the bulk of our work in the early phases. We have now "fingerprinted" over 15,000 cosmid clones, analyzed them for overlap, and reassembled 10,424 of them into 802 contigs (islands of overlapping DNA fragments) that are spanned by 3,536 cosmid clones ( Figure 1 ). (Some cosmid clones were rejected due to data quality problems related to the complexity of the underlying biological techniques. Other clones are "orphans" (singletons) due to inability to reliably detect overlaps of less than 30% by our fingerprinting technique. Many clones in contigs are redundant to the near-minimal subset required to span all the linear DNA represented in the contig). Our efforts now have switched to utilize Fluorescence Insitu Hybridization (FISH) mapping, YAC/BAC/PAC hybridization, EcoRI restriction mapping, and other techniques to both reduce the number of gaps and to order the cosmid clone contigs.
Building a lab notebook and physical mapping database
Since starting our human genome database in 1989 we have accumulated nearly two hundred tables containing over 215MB of data and indices. In addition, a separate database contains 1.5GB of raw cosmid clone fingerprint data ( Figure 2 ). We have several SUN workstations with access to the genome databases via our genome browser serving 40 local and several remote users. Our database has live links to other major genome repository databases (GDB at Johns Hopkins, etc.). Our database is implemented using Sybase, a commercial server/client relational database, on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation. All our custom programming uses C, shell scripts, AWK, or PERL on the Unix operating system.
Physical mapping was in its infancy when we started designing our database. New cloning systems, experimental methods, and mapping concepts have been constantly developed over the life of this project. There still is no consensus about what is the neces-sary degree of resolution needed for physical maps or what level of confidence to place on maps constructed by varying methods. Groups that attempted to apply classical software engineering methodologies appropriate for static problem domains have tended to fare poorly supporting genome physical mapping. We adopted strategies for survival in this chaotic environment, providing useful tools in a timely fashion and measuring our success by that of our end users.
We decided quite early to separate our laboratory notebook database from that needed to produce final, integrated physical maps. This was primarily due to the fact that nobody could define what those final maps should be, and if we didn't solve the immediate experimental data problems we would never have survived to the end. Over 3 years elapsed before matters stabilized to the point where it was possible and necessary to worry about physical map integration.
Laboratory notebook database design
Genome laboratory notebook database development at LLNL is done in an iterative fashion that is dictated by the rapidly-changing needs of the end users, rather than formal design theory. The major steps in the development cycle include defining biological requirements for data tables, table design, conducting client walkthroughs to confirm the design, table implementation, automating data conversion, designing and implementing customized user interfaces, and user training. Automated data conversion is often required because the users don't tell us about new types of data until they are certain that the experiments are working and data has piled up in random files or spreadsheets. We require the users to specify a query usage for every data field that they propose; data that they can't usefully query remains in paper notebooks. We did not attempt to achieve a paperless lab nor did we do explicit formal data or process modeling. Our database schema diagrams [12] and data dictionary [l] are available via anonymous ftp.
Our design effort involves a close collaboration of the scientists who produce and use the data, and the database specialists. The biologists are an integral part of the design of "their" tables, including any iteration steps that may be required. Since they "own" the data and will be responsible for all input of their data, they are highly motivated to get the tables designed properly. A useful side-effect is that our biologists now have acquired a working knowledge of relational databases and can often provide us with good initial designs We conduct design walkthroughs with all the people affected by the related group of tables, updating our database schema and data dictionary at the same time. When initial consensus is reached, we implement the tables, rules, triggers, indices, and input scripts. If data already exists in files we write a conversion script. In most cases we implement the new tables within a day or two and await user feedback. Often two or three iterations are needed to bring the new tables to equilibrium, until the next change in technique occurs.
Database table design for the cutting edge of human genome research is much different from designing a database for a well-defined business or control system. Our end users are constantly creating new objects and methods. Sometimes they can not predict how future experiments will impact the relations among data presently stored in the database. We have found that our users generally need time t,o use and understand the data to arrive at the best design. We have evolved techniques and built systems which anticipate frequent change and attempt to minimize cost to the end users.
Although we utilize all available strategies to ensure database integrity and security (i.e., separate user accounts, field rules, triggers, read-only views, etc.) we found that it is sometimes necessary to break or bend some of the rules of good database design in order to satisfy practical concerns. We are not dogmatic about normalization; it is more important to us that our users understand how their data is stored and accessed and that they are motivated to use the system. We also have found it necessary for performance reasons to construct some de-normalized tables to prevent certain multi-table joins from causing unacceptably slow response.
We use several different ways t o enter human chromosome 19 data into database tables. Many of our analysis programs input directly to the database. We wrote our own Sybase/C interface library [9] on top of the one provided by Sybase to ease the task of accessing the database from programs and to insulate us from various peculiarities. The most common way for our users to enter experimental data is to use Unix shell command script programs. These programs are easy to write, require no compilation and are especially suited for frequent modifications. IJsing minimal key strokes, the users can enter their data in a logical and efficient manner, with defaults or repetitive data automatically supplied. Most of our data entry programs are complicated, generally involving over 10 related data tables and more than 2,000 lines of script code. We plan to use graphical interfaces based on Mosaic in the near future.
Physical mapping database design
Other genome labs appear to have taken the approach that genomic cartography should be seen as an extension of the lab notebook database itself. This seems to require that the notion of a physical map be concretely defined in terms of the local experimental data. We decided that rather than trying to build a perfect "objec t-oriented" definition of a physical maj), intimately tied to the biology involved, we would instead opt for a "relation-oriented" view of all data that could potentially be represented in a physical map.
Our approach to the storage of map integration data has been to automate the extraction of all salient experimental data into a small set of basic relations (orientation, distance, length, overlap, etc.) on a single abstract class of generic "map objects". We note that this approach frees us from any pre-conceived limitations in the database of what a physical map should look like. It has also allowed us during this year to incorporate data from several new types of cloned objects (BAC/PAC/Pl) without any perturbation to the map integratilon code. We use a separate database for these generic map objects and their relations, since our lab notebook lacks a unique, stable identifier for all objects. I'eriodically we rebuild the map object database from the current state of the lab notebook tables.
An unexpelcted benefit of this generic mapping approach was our realization that this method could also be of value in producing consensus maps from a variety of independent sources, provided that they shared a common object name-space.
Why we rejected object-oriented databases
Our goal for data retrieval is to help our users manipulate their data easily and give them maximum freedom to access stored data in any way that makes sense to them. We note that the lack of an ad-hoc query language in current object-oriented databases makes them completely unacceptable to us at this time since we cannot pre-conceive all possible valid queries. We also feel that these are not really databases in a strict sense, but merely persistent storage mechanisms for C++ or SmallTalk objects. As such, some features needed for large-scale, multi-user operation are still lacking oir immature. Finally, we do not see that there is any particular advantage for end users of using object-oriented databases in a domain where the underlying objects are subject to such constant flux, nor are claims of code reusability especially compelling under such circumstances. We expect that our objections will be removed as object-oriented databases mature and as 00 concepts are incorporated into relational databases.
4 Tools that our database supports
Cosmid fingerprint analysis and overlap calculation
Earlier we mentioned that LLNL has "fingerprinted" over 15,000 cosmid clones and analyzed them for overlap. Cosmid clone fingerprints are merely the lists of DNA fragment lengths that one obtains when the 40K base-pair clones are digested (cut) with one or more enzymes, each of which cuts the DNA anywhere a certain short (typically 4-6 base) sequence is found. These enzymes have been carefully chosen t o generate, on average, at least 50 fragments in the range of 30-460 base-pairs for each cosmid clone. Data is generated on a gel electrophoresis system that typically runs 32 or more data samples in parallel during a 10-hour run. Each peak indicates the presence of a DNA fragment of a specific length in base-pairs. The order of these component fragments is complete1:y unknown Extracting fragment lengths (i.e., peaks) from gel electrophoresis signals turns out to be non-trivial due to the combination of a number of factors: edge effects, non-linearity in the electric field strength, irregular heating of the gel, gel inconsistencies, spectral overlap in dyes, tumbling DNA fragments overlapping lanes, non-linear DNA mobility and high variation in the underlying DNA chemistry.
Analyzing restriction fingerprints presents several difficulties not normally encountered in signals generated by DNA sequencing reactions. The signals acquired are highly non-stationary, consisting of features of varying sizes and shapes superimposed on a noisy, slowly varying background. In addition, the features in the data are not at all well-separated, but rather consist of a random number of overlapping peaks of varying shapes. We abandoned our efforts to find models that fit the idiosyncratic nature of the peaks in our signals, and instead turned to modeling the noise. We could then simply clean the noise from the signal and declare anything left over to be "real." We fit a first-order autoregressive model provided by Splus [8] to our data and used it as a description of the noise. We then fed this model to a smoother-cleaner, which
identified all those data points which were indistinguishable from noise at a certain error level. After subtracting those points from the signal, we were left with a clean signal on which we could apply simple bump-hunting methods to determine peak locations. Input to this process is from our raw cosmid clone fingerprint database; all peak location output is written directly to the production database.
We construct contigs based on data describing which pairs of cosmids are likely to overlap. That is, for each pair of cosmid clones, we use a statistical method to compute a number which represents how likely it is that the cosmids overlap. The larger the number, the more likely the overlap. This method, outlined in [3], uses data on how well two fingerprints match to compute the logarithm (base 10) of a "likelihood ratio". The ratio whose logarithm we compute is the ratio of two probabilities: the probability of seeing a given pattern of matching (and mismatching) bands in a pair of fingerprints when the two cosmids overlap, divided by the probability of seeing that pattern when the two cosmids do not overlap. The more the two fingerprints match, the more positive is the log of the ratio between these two probabilities. Conversely, the more two fingerprints do not match, the more negative is the log of the ratio between the two probabilities. It is this log likelihood ratio between any pair of clones that is the input to our subsequent reconstruction algorithm.
The probabilities we compute are based on the actual distribution of fragment sizes in our data. This means that we can easily adapt our algorithm to regions of the genome where the probability of seeing fragments of certain sizes is unusual in some respect. For instance, in areas containing many similar genes, certain patterns of fragment sizes may be much more common than usual. In these areas we can adapt our algorithm to discount matches among fragments of those sizes, and concentrate instead on the matches that are more informative in nature.
We quickly discovered that we would need access to a significant amount of computing power in order to be able to process an overlap calculations in a reasonable amount of time. Given 15,000 clones we must compute about 112,500,000 likelihood ratios, each requiring up to 100,000 floating point operations. We split our overlap job to run in parallel over all our workstations, using Unix socket inter-process communication calls [5] to establish a single "server" process which handed out work to do to the parallel "client" processes. Each pair-wise comparison is totally independent of all others, so the order of completion was immaterial. The server hands out rows of pair-wise comparisons to be done and writes results into the database. The mechanism is robust against the loss of any client process [6]. We can completely re-calculate the 112 million pair-wise overlaps from 15,000 cosmid clone fingerprints in about 2 days using the 40+ workstations available to us.
Cosmid contig assembly
Once the pair-wise overlaps have been calculated, we are still faced with the daunting problem of reassembly of the entire original chromosome. We noted that the population distribution curve of the overlap likelihood function gave us a clue to a simple approach [3]. The great body of potential overlaps clearly show absolutely no chance of true overlap. A small number of overlap scores indicate dead-certain overlap, and there remains only a small, steep region where there is any uncertainty. This suggested that we try a fully-automatic greedy approach, ordering the pairwise overlap likelihood values and beginning assembly with the most confident overlaps first, continuing down to some threshold where we lost confidence in the veracity of the overlap. Such an approach is embodied in our humpty re-assembly program.
Input to humpty consists of triplets (cosmidl, cosmid2, overlapscore) extracted from the database sorted in descending order on overlapscore. Run-time program options allow the user to specify which overlapscore is the lowest one we are completely confident of (surematch), which score is the lowest one we will examine for reconstruction (suremiss), and which score is the lowest one we will consider potentially significant in special circumstances (minsig).
Of course, surematch 2 suremiss 2 minsig.
By ordering the sets of triplets on descending overlapscore, we ensure that the algorithm makes the most confident reconstructions first. This allows us to rely on contextual evidence to support or deny any purported further reconstructions at lower levels of confidence. A pseudo-code form of the algorithm is: loop: set C1, C2 from the triplet on top of the list. stop if overlapscore < suremiss. if C l and C2 are both not in contigs, make a new contig. else if C l and C2 are already in the same contig, do nothing. else zfonly one of C1, C2 is already in a contig, ifoverlap > surematch, add the new cosmid to that contig. update minimal spanning path else check all contigs for best fit based on total system "energy" and add new cosmid to that existing contig choose option with best overall "energy": else C1 and C2 are already in different contigs so i) do nothing ii) attempt to merge contigs iii) move one cosmid to the other contig remove top triple from the list, if the list is not empty, goto loop The overlap likelihood has been shown to have the additive property of an information statistic [3] and hence we can compute the total "energy" of the solution at any time to make informed decisions about placing clones in contigs or moving them to different contigs.
The heart of the humpty algorithm is the logic that controls the merging of two existing contigs and the dynamic determination of a minimal spanning path. Preventing false joins is of the utmost importance in contig assembly, so stringent sanity tests must be passed before a purported merge is allowed. (The cosmid clone pair in the purported merge are projected onto their appropriate minimal spanning path positions if not already present. If they do not project to a path end, all path members between them and one end of their path must confirm overlap to the other contig). Similarly, presenting a reliable near-minimal spanning path for each contig has at least two impacts: it limits how many clones need to be stored to cover the DNA contained in each contig, and it guides subsequent high-resolution Eco restriction mapping ( and ultimately DNA sequencing). Spanning paths are easily computed ton the fly as the descending list of overlap probabilities brings new clones into contigs, one at a time. The new clone's overlap with all existing spanning path members is checked and the new clone either 1) extends one end of the path, 2) replaces one or more existing contiguous path mernbers, or 3 ) has no effect on the path Similar logic handles the effect of contig merges on spanning paths. All contig membership data is written directly to the database.
It took one workstation 15 minutes to reassemble 8,000 simulated errorless chromosome 19 cosmid clones into 482 spanned contigs. There were 2 false joins at a log-likelihood cutoff level of minsig = 4 Logs, out of 3.2 x lo7 total potential overlaps. No other clones were placed incorrectly into contigs. A recursive routine was written to exhaustively check the accuracy of our spanning paths by generating all possible valid spanning paths to find the shortest. Using several workstations we were able to verify 476 of the 482 spanning paths over the course of a week. Only 83 spanning paths (17.4%) were not true minimal paths, 72 of these being 1 member too long and 11 being 2 members too long. Another way of stating this is that we required 2411 cosmids to span the DNA in 476 contigs, instead of the true minimum of 2317. The largest contig we were able to confirm contained 62 total members, with 19 on the spanning path. It took 1.2 billion recursive calls (and several days) to verify that there was no shorter spanning path for this single contig. Based on this test and others with various levels of simulated errors added we conclude that our dynamic spanning path assembly algorithm provides both high speed and accuracy that reflects the quality of the input data, giving us a reliable base for completing the physical map via other methods.
On real data subject to the errors mentioned earlier, false joins occur which are later detected viaother methods. In most cases a single false positive overlap greater than our threshold incorrectly joins 2 otherwise internally-valid contigs. In the remaining cases, tandem repeat gene families or similar repetitive regions cause scrambling that was cleared up either by Eco restriction mapping or by re-running the overlap calculation tuned to the peculiar fragment frequencies of those regions. Methods described below detect and assist in repairing errors in cosmid contig assembly.
Partial order tree generation
We derive order data from genetic, FISH, and restriction mapping methods. Several resolutions of FISH data provide us with distance estimates as well [2] . We chose to store all order data in terms of pairs (i.e., clone A is P-terminal of clone B) and automatically derive the backbone partial-order tree that will be used as the core of our map integration.
Our partial ordering algorithm uses pair-wise order data extracted from the database. It constructs adjacency and maximal path length matrices and uses these to generate compacted partial order trees. The algorithm also detects and reports cycles, so that errors or inconsistencies in the underlying data can be examined and corrected. Output from this algorithm is written directly to the database and can be viewed in our browser (Figure 3 ) . It has been used to help resolve the ordering of a large set of markers on chromosome 19.
Automated physical map integration
The integration of the cosmid contig maps with other mapping information covering the same domains is a complex but important problem. The LLNL chromosome 19 physical mapping effort involves more distinct experimental sources of data than most other mapping projects. We have cosmid contig data, four types of FISH data, Eco restriction maps (Figure 4) . YAC/STS data, and many types of hybridization data (cosmid + cosmid, plus bi-directional cosmid tf YAC, cosmid tf BAC, and cosmid c) PAC/Pl). In addition, we have order data derived from genetic mapping markers which are linked to cosmid clones via unique probes. This wealth of diverse data has challenged us to develop automated methods to integrate the over 500,000 relations that we track among 180,000 potentially-mappable objects.
Our primary design goal for integrating physical map data is to use fully automated map assembly techniques as much as possible. We find that it is useful to distinguish between "maps for map builders" and "maps for map readers." While the later is the end goal, our tremendous diversity of data dictated that we first build an intermediate map which integrates all data democratically and thereby makes visually obvious all the "interesting areas" of the map. This includes errors of many sorts (using the wrong clone, data entry error, database error, analysis software error, etc.) and also unusual biology ("unique" probes that are not unique, repeat elements, deletions, chimerism, etc.).
Having stored all integrated mapping data as a set of relations on a single class of generic map objects, we noticed that if we ignored distance and length data we could greatly simplify the problem of map integration. Our data can then be considered to be "generic hybridization" data (including all true hybridizations plus contig membership and restriction map membership since they similarly imply overlap of DNA). We decided to suppress distance and length data in our initial integrated mapping approach and concentrate solely on the order of cosmid clone probes. We refer to this first-level integrated physical map as our "partial order" map, as distinguished from t,he "metric" may that is following [lo] . Having made the X-axis of our integrated map unitless, we now saw that map integration could be reduced to an optimization problem where "probes" (e.g., cosmid clones, some of which might be associated with STS markers or loci) intersected larger "objects" (e.g., cosmid clone contigs, restriction fragment maps, YACs, BACs, PACs).
We solved this optimization problem via simulated annealing running on 40+ workstations in parallel [7] Current maps of 2,900 cosmid clone probes intersecting 750 larger objects (Figures 5 and 6 ) take about 5 hours to construct on this network and are written to the integrated map database. These maps are being used to efficiently guide further work towards map closure.
Browsing the maps
The implementation of our database browser (an X/Motif graphical tool for viewing and navigating our database) has been an ongoing effort for over five years, with 40 researchers using it daily. No prior work existed when we started and there was no consensus locally about what it should look like. The browser was therefore designed to be a flexible framework, capable of adding new data types and display methods as they were requested. We currently have 2 modes for examining cosmid contigs, a viewer for raw cosmid fingerprint data, a mode for examining orphan cosmid clones, modes for examining restriction fragment maps and sequencing data, a general multi-database query mode, and 3 modes for viewing various integrated maps. Each mode in our browser can be thought of as an independent "display object." These objects are self-contained, possessing both the data and the appropriate display functions needed to draw them in an independent window. Since many of the map modes are closely interrelated (]i.e., a cosmid clone in a contig display may also appear in a restriction map display and also in several integrated map displays) we have provided a feature that always tracks the currently selected object of focus, reporting in the global selection menu which other modes have data pertinent to that focused object. This allows a user to easily track one object through a wide range of maps to find the right level of detail.
One of the most important features of the browser is our query menu interface (Figure 7) . We needed to satisfy a range of users, from total computer novices to experts, with an interface that would neihher be intimidating nor frustrating. We also wanted to avoid limiting the types of queries that could be made. We accomplished this with a generic user interface with which users can select from a list of "canned" queries which do the most common tasks. They can also type in raw SQL through an editing feature or use a canned query as a template, and then edit that query t o suit their particular needs. Canned query templates are stored in the database, as are all other data that customize the query menu for a particular usage. The query menu code is completely generic and only knows several methods of allowing the user to construct and expand queries, which are then passed t o the SQL server. Return values are assumed to be database keys of a type that is valid for the current display mode.
Besides canned queries that take user-supplied values at run time, our interface also allows user queries to be read from and stored to files. Not all desired functions can be done with SQL alone (e.g., recursive queries) so we had to allow for arbitrary external processes (or piplelines of processes, some of which might query external databases) to be run and their output to be a strea,m of database keys that could feed directly as a "hit list" to the query menu interface. An unexpected henefit of this interface is that most of our biologist users have learned enough SQL from the canned queries that they can satisfy most query needs on their own.
Summary and future directions
We would like to stress that our system should be viewed not as a particularly elegant or optimal solution, but rather as a case study of the types of problems faced by those designing systems to meet, the needs of researchers in a rapidly-changing field. In hindsight, many of the problems our database system now has are a direct result of the barnacle-like growth of the project as the discipline of physical mapping was born. Viewpoints changed, some tables atrophied, and techniques mutated and overlapped over time.
The LLNL, Human Genome Center is preparing to do mapping on other human, animal, plant, and microbial chromosomes. Much of this data will be crossreferenced (i.e., homologous genes found on many species). This will require a complete re-design of our database, which was consciously designed to only handle human chromosome 19. Some required database design changes include:
-Focus on physical mapping as the primary goal, with laboratory notebook functions being secondary. Queries to track syntenic relationships across multiple species should be of equal or less complexity than those needed to find low-level details about experiments.
-Stable, unique identifiers for all objects in the database (includes unique pointers to external databases), Aliases can supply familiar names.
-Higher level of data abstraction. We need only one clone table, capable of holding YACs, BACs, PACs, Pls, cosmids, and any other cloning vehicle used for any genome we study. This table will act as a "base class", with other tables as necessary holding specific details unique to each clone type. This will greatly reduce the number of database tables and query complexity, and views can provide the illusion of single chromosome or species databases.
-Higher level of relationship abstraction. Our current database had separate tables for array, pool, and southern hybridization to track the experimental techniques closely. Just as a single clone table can handle all generic "clones", we need a single generic hybridization table (to handle all hybridizations from all types of clones.) It is our opinion that finding appropriate data and relationship abstractions for a problem domain is at least as powerful an approach as building an object class hierarchy.
-Generic concept of probes. Our current lab notebook database now tracks about 20 different types of probes, with too many important details (like the probe name) buried in the 20 detail tables. This makes the SQL to extract such data quite messy. Again, we need a single "base class" probe table that contains all data generic to all probes, with lab notebook details confined to tables that are not vital to the central task of map creation and navigation.
-Generic concepts of attributes and ownership. The presence of stable, unique identifiers will allow us to have a single table to tie attributes to objects. It will also allow us to link each data entry to owner(s).
-Generic concept of privacy. Some data is not publicly releasable for a variety of reasons. We need to be able to control this information on a per-fact basis so that safe public access can be offered without violating any of our numerous collaborative agreements.
Work on this new database has recently commenced. A view of one of our 800 cosmid clone contigs, as seen from our browser. Each number in the lower left side is the database key of a 4OKbp (kilo base-pair) cosmid clone. The 9 clones at the bottom are the near-minimal spanning path of the contig; all other clones are redundant and stacked over their strongest overlap to the minimal path. A database query for a gene-specific probe got us into this contig; the 4 clones positive for that probe are enclosed in boxes. We are currently focused on clone 16922 and all attributes for this clone are shown in the scrollable window at top right. Buttons on the bottom right allow over 20 specialized functions t o be performed. The rectangular window labeled "Browser" is the main menu. The 12 viewing modes in the top half are available for independent launching. The bottom half of the window indicates what other viewing modes contain data pertinent to the object currently in focus (cosmid clone 16922 in this instance.) Figure 2 : An overall view of the major databases in our system. The raw database stores over 1.5 Gbytes of restriction fingerprinting data. The ch19 database stores all derived cosmid contig data plus all other experimental data used in mapping. The integrated mapping database expresses all dat8a in terms of basic relationships on a single class of generic mappable objects, allowing for fully automated integration of data from many sources. This display presents one way of examining the relationships between a large variety of data objects. Near the top, a diagram shows the chromosome and the band(s) associated with the current object of focus. Below the diagram are controls for scrolling and manipulating the map object stack, as well as controls for the query hit list (if any). Below that are the indicators to control the display of up t o 4 of the available map object types at any time (17 types are shown in this image, which does not show the use of color to indicate object selection.) We have chosen to display YACs, contigs, clones, and loci. An information window at top right shows that object 44049, which is clone id 16922, has been selected for focus (the red color used is lost in this rendering.) This clone is in a partial-order tree in the cosmid clone display, and has links to 2 YACs, a contig, and 2 loci. We can see from the object selection boxes that there is data for this clone in linked to 6 other map object types that we could choose to show, by turning off one or more of the current views. This is a portion of one of our many EcoRI restriction fragment maps. Each horizontal row represents one 40Kbp cosmid clone, with the clone name on the left and contig number on the right. The fragments are drawn to scale and alignment is easily checked visually. With a click of a button, the display changes to show the numeric sizes of the fragments (which range from 0.5Kbp to about 20Kbp.) Although not shown, these fragments can be linked to sequencerelated attributes such as genes, loci, etc. grated map has been shown in detail, to demonstrate how our map builders are using this tool to guide closure. 'The long object composed of black crosses is a PAC clone; a BAC clone (black diamonds) is located in 3 pieces 4 rows above. Note that the BAC and PAC clones are deduced to overlap each other, since 11 cosmid clones have been found to hybridize to both ofthem. Furthermore, the BAC and PAC clones show evidence of overlapping 4 cosmid clone contigs (in blue). Also note that this region is anchored on one side by a clone (shown in green) which has been FISH ordered. The four contigs have been restriction mapped (blue crosses) based on the hybridization evidence and were found to overlap using this higherresolution mapping method. Browser query menu interface. This is our generic database interface. The information lines near the top describe which mode of the database browser we are in and what type of database keys must be returned by all queries. A scrollable list of canned queries is on the left, with a mouse-click the user can get a description of the query or pull u p the SQL template in the workspace on the right. The attribute locator query has been selected. Note the ernbedded marker ("@II@") in the SQL indicating that the user must interactively supply the value of the particular attribute desired, by clicking the "Expand Next" button. Once the query is fully expanded, the red "Run Query" button is hit (invisible in this B/W picture, it, is to the right of the "Expand Next" button.) Other buttons allow an editor window to appear, with the workspace contents pre-loaded, and for ext,ernal queries to be run using either the workspace contents or specified external files. Queries can be saved or loaded from files. This interface is used in all browser modes except the raw data viewer.
Figure Legends

